
Biden Signs Transgender Rights Order Forcing Schools to Allow Boys in Girls' 
Sports
Christian Headlines, by Michael Foust, January 21, 2021

An executive order signed by President Biden on Wednesday will force schools to allow
biological boys who identify as girls to compete in girls’ sports, critics of the order say.

At  issue is  an executive order  Biden signed to  prevent  discrimination on the basis  of
gender  identity  or  sexual  orientation.  Although  its  impact  is  wide-reaching  –  affecting
employment, housing and health care – its ramifications on sports and the debate over
transgender athletes is one of the most controversial elements.

“Children should  be able  to  learn  without  worrying  about  whether  they will  be  denied
access to the restroom, the locker room, or school sports,” the executive order says.

In Connecticut, two biological boys who identify as girls won 15 girls’ state track titles.

It is the Biden administration’s policy, the order says, “to prevent and combat discrimination
on the basis of gender identity or sexual orientation, and to fully enforce Title VII and other
laws that prohibit discrimination on the basis of gender identity or sexual orientation.”

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis
of “race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.” The U.S. Supreme Court, in its Bostock v.
Clayton County decision this year,  said Title VII  also applies to sexual  orientation and
gender identity.

Significantly, the executive order says the Biden administration will apply Bostock’s legal
reasoning to other areas of law, including education.

“Under Bostock‘s reasoning, laws that prohibit sex discrimination – including Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972 ... prohibit discrimination on the basis of gender identity or
sexual orientation, so long as the laws do not contain sufficient indications to the contrary,”
the executive order says.

Title IX is a 1972 law prohibiting discrimination based on sex in education programs and
activities.

The executive  order  requires  the  Biden administration  agencies  to  “review all  existing
orders, regulations, guidance documents, policies, programs, or other agency actions” and
make sure they are consistent with the new policy.

The  policy  overturns  the  Trump  administration’s  policy,  which  held  that  schools  are
violating Title IX when they allow biological boys who identify as girls to compete in girls’
sports.

Christiana Holcomb, legal counsel with Alliance Defending Freedom, said the executive
order will impact school sports.

“Unfortunately,  the Biden administration wasted no time in demanding policies that gut
legal protections for women by denying female athletes fair competition in sports, ignoring
women’s unique health needs, and forcing vulnerable girls to share intimate spaces with
men who identify as female,” Holcomb said. “... This isn’t equality, and it isn’t progress.



President Biden’s call for ‘unity’ falls flat when he seeks to hold those receiving federal
funds hostage if they don’t do tremendous damage to the rights, opportunities, and dignity
of women and girls.”

Ryan  T.  Anderson,  teaching  fellow at  the  University  of  Dallas,  criticized  the  order  for
“mandating that males be allowed inside female-only spaces and take places on female
sports teams.”

“In reality, it spells the end of girls’ and women’s sports as we know them,” Anderson wrote
at the Daily Signal. “And, of course, no child should be told the lie that they’re ‘trapped in
the wrong body,’ and adults  should not  pump them full  of  puberty-blocking drugs and
cross-sex hormones.

Lawsuits, Anderson said, will be necessary to halt the executive order.

“Through litigation and legislation,” he wrote. “we need to make it clear that it’s lawful to act
on the convictions that we are created male and female, and that male and female are
created for each other, that no institution has to let males compete against females in
sports, that no institution has to allow males into women-only locker-rooms and shelters,
that no physician has to engage in so-called ‘gender-affirming’ care.”



Boys will be boys? How schools can be guilty of gender bias
The Guardian, by Joanna Moorhead, April 23, 2019

Too many teachers think boys can’t do as well as girls, says the teacher on a mission to
change attitudes

People tend to be surprised when they first hear what Matt Pinkett does for a living. “They
assume I’m a bouncer, or perhaps a barman,” says Pinkett, 33, who shaves his head and
has an East End accent. “What do they expect a head of English to look like – should I be
wearing a tweed jacket with elbow patches?”

He certainly isn’t wearing that right now: he is in a sharp suit, shirt, braces. But it’s not just
the appearance of teachers that Pinkett, who teaches at Kings college, Guildford, wants to
challenge; it’s the bias that some have around their expectations of their male pupils, and
what they can achieve. That’s the issue at the heart of Boys Don’t Try?, the book he has
co-authored with fellow English teacher Mark Roberts; as its subtitle explains, it is all about
“rethinking masculinity in schools”.

Boys’  underachievement  permeates  education;  it’s  not  just  a  class  issue,  linked  to
deprivation, they say. Roberts, the assistant principal of Tavistock college in Devon, grew
up in a working-class family of four boys in Yorkshire and is now the father of three young
sons. He says he mistakenly thought, when he taught in an inner-city comprehensive in
Manchester, that boys’ underachievement was connected to deprivation.

“I thought things would be different in Devon – but it’s not so different, and it’s not all to do
with class. There’s also this anti-school mindset fuelled by stereotypical masculinity – like
the stereotype that schoolwork is something girls ‘naturally’ do best,” he says.

Pinkett’s Damascene moment came a few years into his teaching career while discussing
a poem with a female colleague. She said the way he interpreted it was down to the fact
that, as a man, he thought about sex the whole time. “It was acceptable sexism, because it
was directed at a man not a woman,” says Pinkett. “And it made me realise that, though
girls and women undoubtedly come off worse as a result of sexist assumptions, boys and
men are damaged by them, too.”

That damage is what he and Roberts (the two met on Twitter over shared concerns about
masculinity) now seek to ameliorate. These mistaken expectations are what matter most,
says Pinkett. “There’s a ‘boys will be boys’ attitude that plays into a narrative that says
boys produce more testosterone, and that’s why they fight and punch, that’s why they
don’t sit quietly in lessons, that’s why they’re harder to control, that’s why we have different
expectations about what they can do.” But the hormone system is much more complex
than such a binary reading reveals;  and for every study that links bad behaviour and
testosterone, there’s another, says Pinkett, that suggests it’s more about environment than
biology. “The ‘men are from Mars, women are from Venus’ philosophy neglects two key
facts:  firstly,  that  there  are  more similarities  than differences between the sexes,  and,
secondly, that our brains are plastic and changeable, especially during the early years.”

The key to changing attitudes in schools, Pinkett believes, is for teachers to admit they are
as  prone to  the  same biases as  everyone  else.  “Teachers  don’t  like  to  admit  they’re
human. There’s a pressure on us to think of ourselves as saints: to admit our fallibilities is
to admit you’re human, yes – but who wants a robot for a teacher?” What teachers have to
get past, he says, is the belief that if a boy doesn’t comply, doesn’t hand in homework or is



misbehaving, that it’s because he’s male. “We need to stop ourselves: because maybe
whatever is going on isn’t, after all, because he’s a boy. And it’s that realisation that can
free pupils from stereotypes, and give them the chance to do what everyone wants, which
is truly fulfil their potential.”

There’s a danger of treating boys differently and patronising them, says Roberts. “So, for
example, you’ve got a boy you think doesn’t like reading, so you decide to pander to his
love of football and give him a book about that to read. But in narrowing your expectations,
you’re narrowing his. It’s the same with, for example, teaching boys about Shakespeare by
concentrating on the sword fights or the fighting:  it’s  like we’re hoodwinking them into
learning, and it doesn’t work. What we need is a big shift in ethos: too many teachers
believe boys can do less, they don’t think boys can succeed as well as girls at school. I
don’t think it’s about watering it down: it’s about having high expectations for boys as well
as for girls.”

The content being taught is also relevant, and connected, of course, to everything else.
“The English curriculum is unfairly and disproportionately dominated by men, and many of
them are deplorable men like Macbeth and Dr Jekyll. And Dickens: a lot of his writing is
unsavoury. So we need to challenge that in school, and we need to think about issues
around sexist male behaviour and violence in the texts they’re reading.”

Pinkett and Roberts have pored over the statistics and, for Pinkett, there’s one that is far
and  away the  most  shocking;  and  that  relates  to  sexist  behaviour  in  British  schools.
“Around half of female students, and a third of male students, report having witnessed
someone using sexist language,” he says. “And a third of girls have experienced unwanted
sexual attention in school. It breaks my heart that’s how boys prove their masculinity – by
using  sexual  language and bravado  in  which  girls,  and female  teachers,  become the
victims.”

In the book, he and Roberts push the idea of “tender masculinity”, which they counter not
with “toxic masculinity”, a term they find unhelpful, but with “non-tender masculinity”, since
that  implies  the  absence  of  something  better,  rather  than  the  presence  of  something
poisonous.

The  solution,  says  Pinkett,  must  be  properly  signposted  policies,  clearly  displayed  on
school websites, that set out what is and isn’t acceptable. “We need the same specific,
designated policies in this area as there are on, for example, racism and homophobia,”
says Pinkett. “At the moment, 64% of teachers are unaware of any policy in their school on
sexism. They’re feeling the effects of it, but they’re not seeing the steps being taken that
would begin to eradicate it. And though it’s a complicated problem, and there’s a long road
ahead, this is definitely the moment to start – for everyone’s sake.”



Sex  education:  ‘We  can’t  let  teachers  perpetuate  a  homophobic  or  transphobic
narrative’
The Guardian, by Helena Blackstone, March 3, 2020

New  guidance  will  leave  many  children  in  England  ignorant  about  consent,  forced
marriage and LGBTQ+ issues, say young activists

Relationships and sex education (RSE)  will  be  compulsory for  all  secondary pupils  in
England from September, and primary schools will also need to teach about relationships.
What these courses will contain, however, is left mainly to headteachers and governors, in
consultation  with  parents.  The  Department  for  Education  has  issued  guidance  for
teachers, but does it go far enough?

No,  say young sex educators,  who want  the  lessons to  go  beyond the mechanics  of
condoms on cucumbers to  take fuller  account  of  contentious issues such as consent,
LGBTQ+, sex abuse and forced marriage.

Milly Evans, 20
Activist and founder of I Support Sex Education, a website encouraging support for
better RSE

Good sex education is a human right, says Evans: “You have the right to know about your
body, about your rights, about your own autonomy.”

Evans,  who  identifies  as  a  queer  woman,  says  LGBT  issues  should  be  integrated
throughout the curriculum. “When we’re talking about sexual health, we should be talking
about sexual health between same-sex partners. When we’re talking about mental health,
we should be reflecting the fact that LGBTQ+ people tend to be more likely to face mental
health issues.”

Learning  about  different  family  relationships  from  an  early  age  through,  for  example,
inclusive picture books, could “prevent a lot of discrimination and bullying among primary-
aged children”, she says. “If their parents aren’t teaching them respect for other people’s
family environments, then it has to come from somewhere”.

Evans inherited her own sexual frankness from her parents, who sell sex toys online for a
living. The environment at her grammar school was another story. She remembers only
three sex education classes during her entire time there, one of which was about abortion
and was given in a religious education class. “It was a video of fake doctors talking about
why abortion is bad,” she says. “It was really distressing. And not fact-based at all.”

In response, Evans set up a school club where students could talk about sexual health.
“People would  come and ask  me about  their  boyfriend trying  to  pressure  them to do
something they’d seen in porn.”

Since  school,  Evans  has  worked  as  an  activist  and  a  work  and  health  journalist,
contributing to the consultation on the proposed RSE curriculum as a part of various youth
organisations. But, she says, the resulting guidance “completely ignored all of the young
people who actually contributed”.

“Pretty much everything to do with LGBT stuff was just swept under the carpet,” she says.
She adds there is “too much room for interpretation” around the two paragraphs dedicated



to LGBT issues. “We can’t continue to allow teachers, education and religious officials to
perpetuate a homophobic or transphobic narrative in sex education,” she says.

Talia Kensit, 22
Founding  director  of  the  non-profit  Youth  Realities,  which  tackles  teenage
relationship abuse

Kensit  works with young people from an office in the Grahame Park estate in Barnet,
north-west London, minutes from where she grew up.

She says that when she was 15 she began a relationship with a boy her age that became
emotionally and physically abusive, and continued throughout her GCSEs and A-levels.
Although she sometimes came to school “with bruises and black eyes”, she didn’t ask for
help:“I didn’t have the ability to express what I was experiencing to staff.”

When we hear about teen violence, it  is  usually in the context  of  stabbings or sexual
grooming. Hidden, but perhaps more common, is peer abuse within teenage relationships,
she says. In a 2009 NSPCC study, a quarter of girls reported physical violence from a
partner and, worryingly, 11% reported severe physical violence.

However, the new guidance sets out the right of parents to withdraw their child from sex
education  until  their  15th  birthday,  which  means  “thousands  of  parents  will  opt  their
children out of this education without understanding how important it is”, she says.

“How are  you  going  to  make  sure  you’re  communicating  with  parents?”  says  Kensit,
“especially parents with cultural or religious barriers to understanding the content of the
work on offer?”

Kensit was permanently excluded from school at 14 and began attending a pupil referral
unit, which is where her abusive relationship started. “Every single person that I was in
school with had some experience of violence, whether that was domestic violence from a
parent or a partner, gangs and on the streets,” she says.

The charity she started, Youth Realities, tackles teenage relationship abuse: she aims to
give young people the kind of support she didn’t find herself.

In the charity’s workshops on healthy relationships, “some of these young people have no
understanding that what they have experienced or have been exposed to is actually rape
or severe sexual assault”, she says. “When it’s explained to them, it’s so shocking.”

Arifa Nasim, 22
founder of Educate2Eradicate, which campaigns on honour abuse, FGM and forced
marriage

On her 14th birthday, Arifa Nasim’s best friend gave her a book, Daughters of Shame, a
collection of stories from victims of forced marriage, by Jasvinder Singhera. The work had
an enormous impact, motivating Nasim to join the fight against FGM, forced marriage and
honour-based violence.

“It  highlighted  an  issue  that  I  knew was  prevalent  in  my  own  community,  but  I  was
privileged enough to never have to suffer,” says Nasim, who was raised by her Pakistani
mother in Walthamstow.



Nasim  has  committed  herself  to  the  issue,  campaigning  in  her  own  school  before
becoming one of the two first  youth delegates to represent the UK at the UN general
assembly, where she spoke on gender and education.

Now her organisation delivers safeguarding training and workshops for children on FGM,
forced marriage and honour-based violence. “The information that we teach in a workshop
could save somebody’s life,” she says.

Her big worry about the new guidance is how it will be implemented. “You can’t just expect
schools to make cuts and still find a way to provide this teaching,” she says. She fears that
as teachers are overstretched, the guidance may not be followed. “The government needs
to make sure that all schools do it.”

She also thinks few teachers have enough training to deliver sex education that covers
LGBTQ+ issues, honour-based abuse and FGM. “If you do the wrong thing in an honour
abuse, forced marriage or FGM situation, it is life and death.”

• This article was amended on 4 March 2020. An earlier version cited concerns that the
RSE curriculum was “not statutory”. To clarify, the Department for Education encouraged
schools to adopt the curriculum from September 2019, but it will be mandatory in English
schools from September 2020.


